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Golf Course Setup Notes – Round 1 (Thursday, June 28)  
Prepared by Ben Kimball, USGA  

 
Green Speeds – approximately 11 feet 7 inches on the Stimpmeter. We achieved this 
speed with a double cut on all greens with the exception of Holes 1, 4, and 8.  
Firmness – A slight reduction of firmness was achieved today as moisture on greens was 
reduced by 1-2 percent for this morning. We will apply water in between the morning and 
afternoon wave, but we expect only a minimal amount will be required. Given the fact that 
we are facing record temperatures in the Colorado Springs area today and tomorrow we 
have been “pacing” ourselves when it comes to golf course firmness especially at this high 
altitude.  
Weather forecast:  
Here is today’s weather forecast from Jake Swick of Thor Guard:  
A Red Flag Warning has been issued for this afternoon because of the heat, low humidity 
and gusty winds – therefore take precautions with anything flammable, drink lots of water 
and stay in the shade when possible. For the next few hours, enjoy these cooler temps as 
we’ll be back in the 80s by 8 a.m. and 90s by lunchtime. This afternoon we'll top out near 
record levels at The Broadmoor with a high of 97 expected and they will likely set a new 
record at the airport or downtown around 100 degrees. Sweltering sunshine this morning 
will mix with some clouds before noon and much like yesterday we'll likely become partly 
sunny to mostly cloudy at times this afternoon. Dewpoints will be in the 30s most of today 
with winds becoming gusty at times this afternoon (details below). There will be fewer 
showers and storms developing in the mountains this afternoon, but the center of the action 
will be a little closer to Colorado Springs. That is why we are keeping the same forecast of a 
20% chance of a shower and 40% chance of lightning from 3 to 9 p.m.  
As a side note, the reason why the rain chance is lower is because we are so dry at the 
surface with the base of these clouds where the rain is falling at 15,000 to 20,000 feet (we 
are around 6,100-6,300 feet). This means the rain has to fall through around 10,000+ feet of 
hot, dry air and it ends up evaporating. The same cannot be said if lightning develops in one 
of these clouds as it'll find the path of least resistance through hot, dry air.  
After another quiet night again tonight, Friday still appears hot with a high right now forecast 
to be 93, but there are some indications that I may have to bump it up to 95 degrees in the 
next update. We are still warm on Saturday with highs projected to reach the upper 80s, 
then we'll be back closer to the average in the lower 80s on Sunday. Storm chances are the 
same on Friday, but then because dewpoints spend more time in the 40s (Saturday) to near 
50 (Sunday) we'll have a slightly better chance of action. The good news is that the models 
continue to put us on the edge of the activity Friday, Saturday and Sunday – which is better 
than being the bullseye!  
Light and variable winds this morning are supposed to become a southwest wind all 
afternoon. I think we could still see some upslope flow around lunchtime and maybe late 
today too, as southwest winds mix with southeast winds for a few mins here and there. 
Speeds by lunchtime will begin pushing through the 5-15 mph range with 10-20 mph winds 
at times this afternoon. Again because of our location next to Cheyenne Mountain, I can see 
10-20 mph winds for an hour this afternoon and then 5-15 mph for the next hour back and 
forth. The high gust today may push 25 mph once, but I do not see that being a consistent 
or frequent occurrence. At the airport it makes more sense to see gusts up around 30 mph 



periodically, but we'd have to have an outflow do something weird for us to receive those 
higher speeds.  
The wind forecast for Friday is much like today with only one difference being that we may 
see a more consistent 5-10 mph breeze early in the morning from the west. Otherwise the 
afternoon looks much like today's aforementioned details. And no changes were made to 
this wind outlook for this weekend as winds become more southeasterly each afternoon 
with some 10-20 mph speeds possible at times. 
  
Setup Information  
The following are the specific hole yardages (tee to hole location) for Round 1:  
Hole 1 (par 4) – 430  
Wind: Tee shot – slightly into; Approach shot – slightly into  
Hole Location: 22-6L – back left  
Notes: The opening hole will play slightly into today’s forecasted winds to a hole location 
that may bring the left greenside bunker into play. The putting green is pitched from back to 
front so players will likely leave their approach shots in the center of the green to face an 
uphill putt that can be extremely slow going toward the mountain.  
Hole 2 (par 4) – 331  
Wind: hurting wind coming from right to left on tee shot and approach  
Hole Location: 7-7L – front left  
Notes: This is the only hole on the course that doesn’t have an intermediate rough cut, 
which will give the fairway the appearance of being even narrower. We did bevel-cut the 
edge of the fairway rough yesterday to try and provide the player a slightly better lie if their 
ball comes to rest against the rough edge. Hybrids or irons off the tee will leave players with 
a wonderful opportunity to attack this front hole location. Back to front putts on this green 
are quite speedy and today’s hole location is impacted by two slopes coming together that 
will require players to have deft touch and likely play a good bit of break to get down to the 
hole.  
Hole 3 (par 5) – 608  
Wind: downwind for both tee shot and approach  
Hole Location: 27-9C – back center  
Notes: The front nine at The Broadmoor played statistically easier than almost all holes on 
the golf course back in 2008. Expect to see plenty of birdies and possibly eagles on this 
hole that will play downwind the entire way. This green is tilted from back to front so players 
should have uphill putts to this hole location that is only 5 paces short of the back of the 
green. Over the green on your approach into Hole 3 could leave a very tricky up and down.  
Hole 4 (par 3) – 175  
Wind: Right to left and hurting  
Hole Location: 27-7L – back left  
Notes: Donald Ross’ most daunting green on the golf course. Anything left below the hole 
here off the tee should be considered a quality shot. The healthy rough that surrounds this 
green will make any up and down challenging. Today’s hole location is 7 paces from the 
back edge of the green; however, from the teeing ground it looks like it is almost suspended 
in air. Par is always a good score here.  
Hole 5 (par 4) – 428  
Wind: into the wind from right to left  
Hole Location: 10-7R – front right  
Notes: A straightaway hole that begins your climb back toward the finishing holes of the 
front nine. Players will likely be gasping for a little air as they head up this fairway, though it 



tends to give the appearance of being relatively flat. The front-right hole location is very 
accessible but gauging distance hitting back toward the mountain can be tricky.  
Hole 6 (par 4) – 404  
Wind: into the wind from right to left  
Hole Location: 19-5L – middle left  
Notes: Our first look at one of many dogleg-left holes on the golf course. Players can 
gamble and try to take a harder line over the fairway bunkers that will leave them with a 
wider landing area (29-30 yards) as opposed to laying back and having to be more precise. 
The hole location is just over a significant swale on the left portion of this green. The green 
is pitched from back to front and right to left making any putts from above the hole or right of 
the hole very slippery and require significant break to be played. Any approach shots left on 
the front half of the green have a good chance of spinning/rolling back down the swale in 
front of the green.  
Hole 7 (par 4) – 422  
Wind: into the wind from right to left  
Hole Location: 12-5L – front left  
Notes: Similar to Hole 6, this dogleg left will give players a chance to choose how 
aggressive they want to be off the tee. An uphill approach to today’s hole location tucked 
over bunkers in the front left portion of the green will be one of the more challenging shots 
faced on the front nine today. Approach shots left above the hole will leave players with a 
quick downhill putt down the mountain. Missing right of the hole location will send balls 
funneling back down toward the middle portion of the green.  
Hole 8 (par 3) – 186  
Prevailing Wind: left to right and slightly hurting at times  
Hole Location: 26-5R – back right  
Notes: 186 yards to the flagstick today will feel much longer, given that it is +5 and toward 
the mountain. This putting green is dissected by a rather large swale that will send balls 
repeling down and to the left if they miss on the wrong side. Today’s hole location is in the 
flattest part of the green but any shots long of the hole could make for a tough recovery 
since the green begins to pitch heavily from back to front beyond the hole location back 
toward the tee.  
Hole 9 (par 5) – 530  
Wind: Left to right on tee shot and hurting on approach shot  
Hole Location: 11-6R – front right  
Notes: The shortest par 5 on the golf course. Longer hitters should be able to get to this 
green in two if they use the severely canting left-to-right fairway to their advantage. The hole 
location is much more accessible to a player with a wedge or less in their hand. A backstop 
behind the hole location in receptive conditions should give players a good opportunity to 
make birdie before a tough stretch of holes ahead.  
Hole 10 (par 4) – 503 
Prevailing Wind: slightly down and across wind from 3-4 o’clock  
Hole Location: 22-6L – middle left  
Notes: Another hole that favors a big right-to-left shot to a fairway that gets larger the more 
you challenge the dogleg. A downhill, down-mountain approach to a green that pitches 
more front to back will be a different look than what players see anywhere else on the golf 
course. The hole location is neatly tucked over a ridge that runs up and toward the back of 
the green but the back-left portion of the green begins to tilt from back to front, creating a 
little funnel for balls to come to rest in.  
Hole 11 (par 4) – 465  



Wind: dead into the wind  
Hole Location: 22-7R – just beyond middle right 
Notes: Tee markers have been moved up 17 paces today, anticipating the afternoon winds 
that will pick up. The second of a tough four-hole stretch on the back nine gives us another 
dogleg left to an elevated green with a hole location appearing over the right greenside 
bunkers. The hole location itself is in a relatively flat area of the green but players will be 
challenged to get the ball all the way back into that area.  
Hole 12 (par 3) – 238  
Wind: predominantly coming from 4-5 o’clock off the tee  
Hole Location: 16-8R – middle right  
Notes: Tee markers are 3 paces forward from the 240 post and are set up fairly wide in 
order to give players the angle they choose to fire at a hole location that is 8 paces off the 
right side of the green. The treeline to the right of this hole will give the appearance that the 
tee shot is even narrower than it truly is. This green today is probably the softest on the 
course so staying short left of the hole and putting back up toward it is likely a better option 
than attacking. A score of 3 on this hole at any time should be celebrated.  
Hole 13 (par 4) – 490  
Wind: slightly downwind from left to right  
Hole Location: 9-7L – front left  
Notes: The first of two dogleg rights on the golf course should be aided by the wind from the 
south/southwest. This green is pitched from back to front and tends to receive long-iron 
shots fairly well, but with the hole location in the front-left portion of the green anything long 
will leave a testy putt back with a lot of break.  
Hole 14 (par 4) – 435  
Wind: hurting from noon to 2 o’clock  
Hole Location: 22-7R – back right  
Notes: Another dogleg left to an uphill approach that will likely continue to have players 
fluctuating on yardage to get back to a hole location in a very benign area of this green. 
Shots long of this hole should release slightly back to this hole location. A good opportunity 
for birdie after a tough stretch of holes on the back nine.  
Hole 15 (par 4) – 452  
Wind: slightly downwind from left to right  
Hole Location: 9-6L – front right  
Notes: The turn for home begins with another dogleg left with a fairway that peaks and then 
dives from left to right slightly, which could cause the ball to chase out a little. The uphill 
approach to a front-right hole location will test distance control again because anything left 
short could tumble back down the approach quite a distance. The hole location sits just 4-5 
paces over the front ledge of the green. 
Hole 16 (par 3) – 159  
Wind: slightly downwind from left to right  
Hole Location: 5-7L front left  
Notes: Tee markers are 12 paces forward and centered on the shortest par 3 of the day. 
The hole location is in a very accessible position in the front-left portion of the green but any 
shots hit long will face a heavy breaking right-to-left putt back toward the front. Missing this 
green left when the hole location is left will certainly require a solid up and down.  
Hole 17 (par 4) – 559  
Wind: downwind  
Hole Location: 31-6R back right  



Notes: The longest par 4 on the course plays at least -9 off the tee and downwind today. I 
would expect this hole to be very demanding given its length, but players should be able to 
use the open/flat approach to chase balls onto this green. The putting green is sloped from 
back to front and will likely receive long clubs very well, but getting all the way back to the 
hole location for an easy birdie opportunity will likely be few and far between.  
Hole 18 (par 4) – 434  
Wind: left to right and slightly hurting  
Hole Location: 21-8L – back left  
Notes: Using the player’s extreme right tee today will introduce the second of only two 
dogleg rights on the golf course. Challenging the right fairway bunkers should leave players 
145-160 yards to a back-left hole location. The hole location is situated above a 
ridge/collection area in the middle of the green, so any balls just short will feed back into the 
center portion of the green. Leaving approach shots in the bowl and putting up the slope 
may be better than taking dead aim.  
 
Total yardage  
Front 9 (par 36) 3,514  
Back 9 (par 34) 3,735  
Total (par 70) 7,249 

 

 

 

 

 


